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About MISO
MISO is a 501(c)(4) not-for-profit social welfare organization, approved by FERC in 2001,
with responsibility for ensuring the reliability of the high-voltage electric transmission
system and facilitating the delivery of lowest-cost energy to consumers. The system that
MISO manages is the largest in North America in terms of geographical scope, with 471
market participants serving about 42 million people across all or parts of 15 states and
one Canadian province, stretching from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico. Our energy
markets are also among the largest in the world, with more than $22 billion in annual
gross market charges.
Currently, the MISO region contains almost 66,000 miles of high-voltage transmission, as
well as nearly 199,000 megawatts of electricity generating capacity. MISO does not own
any of these assets. Instead, with the consent of our asset-owning members and in
accordance with our FERC-approved tariff, MISO exercises functional control over the
region’s transmission and generation resources with the aim of managing them in the
most reliable and cost-effective manner possible. The MISO region is predominantly
comprised of traditionally structured and state-regulated utilities.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
MISO strives to be the most reliable, value creating Regional Transmission Organization.
As such, MISO is committed to using all of the planning, market, and operational tools at
our disposal to keep the grid reliable today while creating transparency towards future
needs and maintaining and enhancing reliability. The collaborative work with our
stakeholders gives us confidence that we will collectively continue to ensure reliability of
the Bulk Electric System.
Like much of the energy industry, MISO faces a rapidly evolving grid. At the same time the
resource mix is rapidly shifting away from dispatchable thermal units and increasingly
toward variable resources such as renewables and Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)
and the growth of electric vehicles and other sources of load is putting extra demand on
the system. MISO is actively working on preparing the region for this resource portfolio
change. Weather events have also been and continue to be an important element of
ensuring reliability.
Extreme weather events like the February 2021 cold weather emphasize not only the
necessary steps but the urgency with which we must move. MISO’s Reliability Imperative
– the actions that we are taking to ensure the current and future reliability of the grid –
focuses on preparing the region for a future with a different risk profile stemming from a
high penetration of renewables. The Reliability Imperative work is looking at
enhancements to planning, markets, operations, and systems; changes that will also be
needed to maintain reliability of the MISO region during more frequent extreme weather
events in the future.

Arctic Event
During the week of February 15, 2021, cold weather impacted a large portion of the
United States. MISO’s region experienced unusually cold weather, especially in the
southern states. High temperatures during the period were more than 30 degrees below
average highs, while low temperatures were 20 to 30 degrees below average lows in much
of the southern United States, making it one of the most extreme weather events in the
last 30 years. These temperatures drove high demand for electricity while simultaneously
reducing supply due to weather related generation performance issues and fuel
availability. In addition, MISO’s geographic location makes it a hub for large power flows
across the system to serve electricity not just in its footprint but also in the neighboring
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systems such as the Southwest Power Pool (SPP). Supply shortage coupled with large
power flows threatened reliability.
Throughout the extreme conditions MISO utilized numerous tools at its disposal –
including operating policies and procedures covering a broad range of operating
conditions, long-standing coordination with neighboring regions, like SPP and PJM – and
leveraged the value of an expansive geography and diverse generation mix.
Ultimately, MISO and its members had to take emergency actions, including ordering
emergency load reduction, which is a last resort tool needed in certain situations to
prevent larger, uncontrolled outages. These actions ensured the reliability of the grid
while limiting electricity interruptions to a handful of short duration events.

The challenges faced during this extreme weather event, including transmission
emergencies and generator outages, are a stark reminder of the need to continue
transforming to ensure the MISO Region is ready for the current and future challenges
facing the industry. This is increasingly important as the region experiences more
frequent challenging grid conditions, increasingly electrification, and an evolving resource
mix that is becoming more dependent upon intermittent generation resources.
5

Summary of Arctic Event Activities
Preparations for the Arctic event began nearly a week before the worst of the weather hit
the region. As MISO monitored the developing weather situation and gained increasing
clarity about the timing and magnitude of cold temperatures, various operating
procedures were implemented beginning on February 9 to ensure our members and
others in the region were as prepared as possible. However, the most significant impacts
to customers, including emergency load reductions, occurred February 15-16.
•

Eastern Texas: In the early morning hours of February 15, snow and ice causing
significant damage in eastern Texas. Two major transmission lines and two generators
serving the area went offline. Power transfers to the area increased on remaining lines
as MISO tried to deliver adequate energy to the impacted areas. However, due to the
potential for overloading those transmission lines, which could cause instability and
cascading outages, at 5:40 a.m. (EST) MISO declared a Local Transmission Emergency.
Over the next two hours MISO instructed Entergy to reduce load by a total of 800
MW in part of Texas. Later in the day the two transmission lines were restored and
MISO incrementally released the load reduction orders until all load was restored the
afternoon of February 16.

•

Louisiana: Early on February 16, with transmission and generation outages impacting
parts of Texas, the east-to-west flows on the system were at risk of exceeding safe
operating limits. As the morning load increased, between 7:00 a.m. and 7:31 a.m. MISO
was forced to declare a Transmission System Emergency and instructed a total of
1,000 MW of emergency load reductions in North-Central Louisiana to keep flows
under the transmission line limits. By 11:40 a.m. all load was restored and the
emergency declaration was terminated.

•

Illinois: On February 16, 2021, at 7:00 a.m., a Transmission System Emergency was
declared in South-Central Illinois in response to concerns about transmission limit
violations due to excessive east-to-west flows. This resulted in a “stranded capacity”
scenario where adequate electricity was available, but it could not be moved to where
it was needed. At 7:52 a.m., MISO directed Ameren to reduce load by 130 MW in
South-Central Illinois to relieve electricity flows exceeding the system operating
limits. The load was restored at 1:13 p.m.

•

System-Wide: During the evening increase in electricity demand on February 16,
2021, multiple generators tripped offline in MISO’s South Region. MISO declared a
Maximum Generation Event at 6:35 p.m., committing Emergency Demand Response
and coordinating with members to issue public appeals for energy conservation. A
short time later, at 6:50 p.m.., MISO sought to temporarily increase the North-South
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Regional Directional Transfer Limit in an effort to transfer more energy to MISO’s
South region. Unfortunately, the request could not be accommodated due to system
overloads in neighboring systems. Realizing the grid’s stability was in danger and being
unable to move the needed energy to meet demand, at 7:40 p.m. MISO declared a
Maximum Generation Event Step 5 and called for a 700 MW pro-rata emergency load
reduction across MISO South Local Balancing Authorities. These emergency load
reductions ended at 10:00 p.m. There were no further emergency load reductions and
the Arctic Event officially ended when the last alert was terminated on February 20.

Key Takeaways
This event highlights the importance of challenges in delivering electricity, especially
when it is needed most. Here are the 5 key takeaways.
1. Generation performance is critical, even when not experiencing extreme weather.
MISO is counting on the generation to meet its commitment of delivering energy when
it says it will be available. For the most efficient and reliable delivery of electricity we
need sufficient generation to be available at the right times. While this is no easy task
during normal operations, extreme weather events cause even greater negative
impacts on generation performance because of issues like unexpected weatherrelated generator outages or fuel delivery challenges. Winterization to protect
generation and fuel supplies from extreme weather can mitigate this risk but MISO
and its members must assess and establish certain criteria. For instance, to what
extreme temperature must generators be prepared to operate, how does MISO
ensure consistency amongst similarly situated generation, and whose role it is to
establish and verify such requirements? Finally, in cases where MISO does not have
sufficient generation or when transmission lines are overloaded, emergency load
reduction is the essential tool of last resort that can be used to prevent uncontrolled
cascading outages. The industry needs to consider seasonal specific load reduction
protocols, as the needs and constraints are different between winter and summer and
any emergency load reduction events create significant hardship in affected areas.
2. Resource adequacy planning needs to be refined. Historically, tight supply and demand
conditions typically only occurred on a few peak days in the summer, but today MISO
experiences such conditions with increasing frequency across all seasons. Changing
from an annual to a seasonal resource adequacy construct will help address this new
reality. Further, fuel availability varies over time, and how and who should ensure fuel
availability must be considered in reliability planning. Furthermore, if fuel assurance is
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required, how do we do so in the most cost-effective manner (e.g., annual firm fuel
when the generator may only be needed a few times a year)?
3. Transmission is vital to moving electricity from where it is generated to where it is
needed most. The MISO region had adequate supply during the Arctic Event, but
transmission constraints, including overloaded lines and the Regional Dispatch
Transfer Limits, hindered the ability to move energy to the specific areas where it was
needed. MISO’s transmission system also supported our neighbors during the Arctic
Event, in particular with substantial power flowing from the east through MISO to
support reliable and efficient operations in the Southwest Power Pool (SPP). In
addition to new transmission capacity, improved interregional coordination and
interconnection will bring significant benefits to facilitate reliability and efficiency.
4. Operations of the future will require improved tools and information. Given the rapid
shift in resource portfolios, and the increase in challenging weather events, system
planners need more detailed and complete data to support event and post-event
analyses, planning, and modeling; control room personnel will need more timely,
granular, and high-fidelity data to support real-time operation decisions, and
operational tools such as parallel flow visualization to improve real-time control room
decisions. Automation and advanced analytics techniques will be key in providing
insights into upcoming uncertainties and Grid status. Such improvements will help
mitigate some of the types of challenges experienced during the Arctic Weather event,
such as effectively modeling and managing of the Regional Dispatch Transfer Limits.
5. Reliability is the outcome of many years of forward-looking planning and decisions.
Many entities, from regulatory bodies, members, market participants to end-use
customers, have key roles in accomplishing this work. These roles need to be reviewed
and adjusted to ensure that we collectively ensure continued reliability. As an
example, Regional Transmission Organizations like MISO might not be in the best
position to monitor or verify weatherization of the generation fleet. They could,
however, help with analysis or provide input into the weatherization requirements
needed to further reliability. MISO looks forward to the support and alignment of
other entities to ensure the right roles and responsibilities for all involved.
MISO is committed to working collaboratively with its members, regulators, and other
stakeholders to address these key takeaways. We invite all stakeholders to review and
discuss these takeaways at the upcoming workshop and throughout the coming months.
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Report Outline
This report begins with a description of the weather event and a detailed narrative of the
impacts of that weather on the MISO system.
Next, the report covers topical areas with a more detailed description of MISO’s response
to the Arctic Event including lessons learned, and MISO’s actions to address those lessons
learned.
MISO has organized the topical discussions in rough chronological order where possible,
followed by some cross-cutting areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Planning, including both transmission and markets
Preparation, including seasonal and event preparation and weather forecasting
Operations, including Emergency Load Reduction and Regional Directional Transfer,
Pricing, and Staffing and Tools
Credit / Collateral
Communication

The report identifies 20 lessons learned and over 35 actions, which are summarized in the
Appendix.
The final section of this report includes MISO’s responses to the findings from the
Independent Market Monitor.
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Event Narrative
Weather
Beginning in early to mid-January 2021, the Polar Vortex1 over the Arctic became
destabilized, putting major population centers across the Northern Hemisphere at risk for
cold air outbreaks. Ultimately, two concurrent weather events resulted in extreme
weather conditions for much of the United States.
•

On February 10, 2021, a winter storm formed north of the Gulf coast, dropping
significant amounts of sleet and ice on many states in the Deep South and the Ohio
Valley, including Texas, Georgia, Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, as well as states on
the East Coast. By mid-February, the weather pattern was oriented so that the core of
the arctic air was directed towards central North America.

•

Concurrently, the arctic air from the destabilized Polar Vortex also led to anomalous
cold across the Plains and Midwest from February 12th-18th. This unusual weather
pattern resulted in another winter storm that moved through the MISO South and
Central Regions producing heavy snow and ice accumulation. The February 13th–17th,
2021 North American winter storm was a major winter and ice storm that started in
the Pacific Northwest and quickly moved into the Southern United States, before
moving on to the Midwestern and Northeastern United States a couple of days later.
In the South, many cold temperature records were broken, driving winter peak loads
close to the typically higher summer peak levels.

1

The polar vortex is the large area of low pressure and cold air surrounding each of the Earth's poles. When
conditions are right, the extreme cold air extend much farther from the poles than usual, significantly
cooling large portions of the hemisphere for weeks or even months.
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This storm, along with various other storms from the previous two weeks, resulted in over
75% of the contiguous U.S. being covered in snow.
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MISO has observed an uptick in severe weather events that have impacted electric
reliability, both within MISO and across the country.

A recent Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) report has concluded that hurricanes
are increasing in intensity and duration, extreme heat events are increasing in frequency
and intensity, and cold events are increasing in frequency (though less cold on average).

Grid Impacts and Operation
Weather of this significance has wide-ranging implications for many aspects of society.
One that can be adversely affected by severe weather conditions is the power industry.
Because of the potential impacts to the grid, and subsequently to end-use customers, and
the lead-times needed to ensure certain power plants are available, MISO begins
preparations well in advance of severe weather events. This includes assessing weather
forecasts and expected impacts to demand, generators and the transmission system,
communicating with members and neighboring grid operators, and considering the need
for actions to prepare the system.
In coordination with stakeholders, MISO has developed an extensive set of procedures –
addressing a range of normal, abnormal, conservative, and emergency operating
conditions – that direct certain actions based on established criteria to support grid
reliability. Those that were utilized during this event are described here and the entire set
of Reliability Operating Procedures can be found on the MISO website.
MISO generally utilizes Informational Advisories in advance of any declarations. These
are used to communicate MISO’s anticipation of a potentially challenging scenario in the
near-future and any actions members should take to initiate preparedness and maximize
our ability to collectively manage the situation.
Included in the Normal Operating Procedures is the Conservative Operations declaration.
This step is used to provide an early indication to operating personnel that challenging
12

system conditions are anticipated and that they should review outage plans with a goal of
deferring, delaying or recalling any non-essential maintenance or testing. Similarly, Severe
and Cold Weather Alerts are issued to notify members of potential challenges with energy
generation or transmission resources associated with weather and to compel the review
of outage plans and preparation for potential emergency conditions.
Emergency Operating Procedures address situations that
have the potential to, or actually negatively impact system
reliability. These various procedures have multiple steps,
with the most extreme being coordinated emergency load
reductions, sometimes called load shed, where energy is
intentionally cut off to selected areas to prevent a more
severe, uncontrolled power outage.
One such emergency procedure is a Transmission System
Emergency, used when facing transmission system
conditions that have the potential to exceed or have
exceeded an Interconnection Reliability Operating Limit,
and cannot be mitigated using normal procedures.
Transmission System Emergency declarations are issued to
mitigate the potential of violating a transmission line limit
that could lead to instability, uncontrolled separation, or
cascading outages impacting the Bulk Electric System.

Separate from MISO’s
procedures, NERC has
three Energy Emergency
Alert (EEA) levels to
ensure consistent
communication of energy
emergencies across the
Interconnection.
• EEA 1 — All available
resources in use.
• EEA 2 — Load
management
procedures in effect.
• EEA 3 — Firm load
interruption imminent
or in progress.

Also in the emergency category are procedures focused on generating capacity
challenges. The Market Capacity Emergency Procedure identifies roles and
responsibilities and actions for parties to take during events. There are a number of steps
within the procedure with implementation generally based on the projected amount of
excess available capacity. The primary actions within the various steps are outlined in the
chart and table below.
Another important component of MISO’s efforts to maintain reliability are partnerships
with neighboring systems. Throughout the Arctic Event, MISO was working hard to
ensure reliability not only on its own system, but also to support the efforts of neighboring
systems, especially in the Southwest Power Pool (SPP) area. At one point during the
Arctic Event, PJM pushed as much as 13,000 MWs into MISO’s system, which MISO and
SPP used to maintain economic pricing and support grid operations. Notably, high flows
strained MISO’s transmission system on multiple occasions during the event, contributing
to the need for emergency declarations and some of the emergency load reductions.
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Timeline of Key Arctic Weather Events
February 9-14, 2021
For this event, whose most significant impacts spanned February 14-17, preparations
began much sooner. As MISO monitored the developing weather situation and gained
increasing clarity about the timing and magnitude of cold temperatures, various operating
procedures were implemented beginning on February 9, with the issuance of a Cold
Weather Alert effective for February 13-15. MISO then issued Informational Advisories
on February 10 and 11 to raise awareness of the importance for members to update MISO
with accurate generation/resource offers reflecting projected fuel supply access or
availability. These advisories also requested members implement any winterization
processes or maintenance for generation resources in the footprint, as well as confirm fuel
supply availability through the President’s Day holiday2. Also, on February 11, as the
expectation for the duration of extreme cold expanded, the Cold Weather Alert was
extended through February 16.
On February 13 the impacts of the upcoming cold temperatures on the South Region
pushed load forecasts higher, resulting in MISO committing all generators in the region
that require long lead time and issued a Capacity Advisory for the South to raise
awareness to the anticipated capacity challenges. With load forecasts still increasing on
February 14, weather conditions becoming more severe, and generator fuel risks growing,
MISO issued a Maximum Generation Emergency Alert for the South Region effective for
February 15.
February 15, 2021 (all times Eastern Standard Time)
In the early morning hours of February 15, snow and ice moved through the South Region
causing significant damage to transmission and some generation in the Western load
pocket of the West of the Atchafalaya Basin (WOTAB) in eastern Texas.
At 02:34, the China–Stowell 230 kV transmission line, located in southwest Louisiana,
tripped off-line. This is significant because it serves as a major corridor for power transfer
into Western load pocket. At 03:20, the China–Height 230 kV line also tripped. The loss
of these two lines impacted MISO’s ability to move power into the area but did not yet
necessitate emergency load reduction. The power transfers continued in the east-to-west
direction as eastern areas were trying to support the delivery of power to the west.
2

Since natural gas markets do not operate on weekends or holidays, there was added complication because
forward commitments were being made earlier for less certain forecasts farther in the future. Resources
were lining up natural gas fuel based on Thursday forecasts of anticipated needs for Tuesday.
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Between 04:25 and 04:50, two
generating units tripped off-line,
which increased the east-to-west
flows observed on the system.

Summary of February 15
Arctic Weather Event Activities
Texas
• 02:34 – China-Stonewell 230 kV transmission line tripped
• 03:20 – China-Heights 230 kV transmission line tripped
• 04:25-4:50 – Two generators tripped offline
• 05:40 – Local Transmission Emergency declared
• 05:55 – 500 MW emergency load reduction (Entergy)
• 06:33 – 300 MW emergency load reduction (Entergy)
• 11:48 – China-Height 230 kV line returned to service
• 15:12 – 100 MW load reduction released
• 16:19 – 200 MW load reduction released
• 19:51 – China-Stonewell 230 kV line returned to service
• 22:00 – 100 MW load reduction released
• 22:46 – 100 MW load reduction released

Due to these unplanned generation
and transmission outages, which
impacted a main power transfer
corridor into Southeast Texas,
MISO declared a Local
Transmission Emergency for the
Western load pocket at 05:40. The
transmission outages increased the
electricity flows on other
transmission lines in that area, creating the potential of overloading the lines and creating
instability in the Western load pocket. Ultimately, this loss of generation and transmission
led to a localized emergency load reduction event affecting Entergy Texas customers in
the Western load pocket, when at 05:55, MISO instructed Entergy to shed 500 MW in the
Western load pocket. With demand increasing during the morning load ramp and putting
even more strain on the transmission system, at 06:33, MISO instructed Entergy to shed
an additional 300 MW (for a total of 800 MW) in the Western load pocket to maintain
transmission system security.
During and after the restoration of the transmission facilities, emergency load reduction
orders were gradually released based on system conditions. At 11:48, the China–Height
230 kV line returned to service. At 19:51, the China – Stowell 230 kV line returned to
service.
Between 15:12 on February 15 and 01:33 on February 16, MISO instructed 700 MW to
be restored in the Western Load Pocket.3
February 16, 2021
As extreme weather conditions persisted into February 16, operational challenges during
the morning’s load peak resulted in Maximum Generation declarations for all regions, and
emergency load reduction orders in both the South and Central Regions.

3

The final 100 MW was restored at 13:11 on February 16, and the Local Transmission Emergency
declaration was ended at 09:40 on February 17.
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By 03:30, two generating units
went on forced outage. At 05:30,
with the previous day’s Local
Transmission Emergency still in
effect, unexpected generator
outages and transmission
challenges drove grid stability
concerns and the need to direct
300 MW of emergency load
reduction in the Southeast Texas
area. Additional generation
outages occurring at 06:35
exacerbated the already high east
to west flows on the system. At
07:00, a Transmission System
Emergency was declared in
North-Central Louisiana to
attempt to keep flows under
certain transmission line limits.
However, the actions were not
sufficient to stabilize the system
and at 07:05 MISO instructed 500
MW pro-rata emergency load
reduction in North-Central
Louisiana from MISO’s South
Region Transmission Operators.
At 07:31, an additional 500 MW
of emergency load reduction was
requested in that same area.
Separately, at 07:00, a
Transmission System Emergency
was declared in South-Central
Illinois in response to concerns
about transmission limit violations
due to excessive east to west
flows (power flowing from east,
through MISO’s system to SPP
and Texas). This resulted in a
“stranded capacity” scenario

Summary of February 16
Arctic Weather Event Activities
Texas
• 01:11 – 100 MW load reduction released
• 01:33 – 100 MW load reduction released
• 03:30 – Two generating units forced offline
• 05:30 – Generator trips offline
• 05:30 – 300 MW emergency load reduction (Entergy)
• 06:35 – Generator outages
• 09:33-11:10 – 300 MW load reduction released
• 13:11 – The final 100 MW load reduction released;
Entergy advised that not all load may be restored due to
system damage
Louisiana
• 07:00 – Transmission System Emergency due to large
transmission flows on Webre-Wells 500 kV transmission
corridor, risk of cascading outages
• 07:05 – 500 MW emergency load reduction from Local
Balancing Authorities to mitigate Webre-Wells 500 kV line
issues
• 07:31 – Additional 500 MW emergency load reduction
from Local Balancing Authorities
• 08:42-11:10 – All load reduction released (incrementally)
• 11:41 – Transmission System Emergency terminated
Illinois
• 07:00 – Transmission System Emergency due to overload
of Coffeen-Roxford 345 kV line, risk of cascading outages
• 07:30 – Emergency Energy Alert, all resources committed,
concerns about sustaining required contingency reserves
• 07:52 – 130 MW emergency load reduction (Ameren) to
relieve system operating limits caused by excess east-west
flows
• 13:13 – 130 MW load reduction released
• 14:00 – Transmission System Emergency terminated
System-Wide
• 18:35 – Due to generation losses and fuel unavailability,
MISO declares Event Step 2c, commitment of Emergency
Demand Response resources
• 18:50 – MISO requested to increase the North-South
Regional Directional Transfer Limit from 3000MW to
3700 MW; the request was denied due to neighboring
system conditions
• 19:40 – Maximum Generation Event Step 5 declared, 700
MW emergency load reduction across South regional Local
Balancing Authorities
• 22:00 – Maximum Generation Event Step 5 terminated
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where adequate electricity was available, but it could not be moved to where it was
needed due to transmission line limitations. The Transmission System Emergency that
was called for Coffeen-Roxford 345 kV contingency resulted in all generation in MISO
market east of Illinois becoming unavailable. This large loss of capacity availability took
MISO North and Central Regions into an EEA 1 and Max Gen Event. At 07:52, MISO
directed Ameren to shed 130 MW in South-Central Illinois to relieve electricity flows
exceeding the system operating limits.
At 07:30, MISO declared an Emergency Energy Alert (EEA) 1 and Maximum Generation
Event 1b in MISO North and Central Regions, instructing generators to start off-line
resources, as all available generation resources are committed and there is concern about
sustaining the required contingency reserves.
Load in the South Region started to decrease after the morning peak, and the situation
improved. MISO thus released the 1000 MW of the pro rata emergency load reduction in
North-Central Louisiana and the 300 MW emergency load reduction in Southeast Texas:
•
•
•
•

08:42: released 400 MW in North-Central Louisiana
09:33: released 150 MW in Southeast Texas
10:19: released 200 MW in North-Central Louisiana
11:10: released 150 MW in Southeast Texas and 400 MW in North-Central
Louisiana

By 11:41, all emergency load reduction due to flows on Webre–Wells 500 kV line was
restored in North-Central Louisiana, and MISO terminated the Transmission System
Emergency. At 13:11, MISO released the remaining 100 MW of emergency load reduction
requested from Entergy in Southeast Texas, and Entergy advised that not all load may be
restored due to damage on the system.
At 13:13, Ameren restored 130 MW of load that was shed in Illinois because of the
Transmission System Emergency, which MISO terminated at 14:00.
However, during the evening increase in electricity demand, multiple generators tripped
offline in MISO’s South Region, resulting in MISO declaring a Maximum Generation Event
Step 2c (EEA-2) at 18:35, which allowed MISO to commit Emergency Demand Response
resources when energy requirements cannot be met through normal and emergency-only
generating resources. Public appeals for energy conservation were issued at the same
time. A short time later, at 18:50, MISO sent a request to neighboring entities for the
North-South Regional Directional Transfer Limit to be increased from 3,000 MW to 3,700
MW in an effort to transfer more energy to MISO’s South region to compensation for the
increased evening demand and offline generators. Unfortunately, the request could not
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be accommodated due to overloads in Joint Parties’ neighboring systems, as TVA already
had multiple constraints in excess of 100%.
Realizing the grid’s stability was in danger and being unable to import the needed energy
to meet demand, at 19:40, MISO declared a Maximum Generation Event Step 5 (EEA-3)
for the MISO South Region with instructions for a 700 MW pro-rata emergency load
reduction across MISO South Local Balancing Authorities. Utilities in Arkansas,
Mississippi, Texas, and Louisiana were each given their pro-rata share of load to shed from
their systems. The entities then determined which customers would be impacted. The
entire emergency load reduction event lasted two hours and twenty minutes, terminating
at 22:00 as load decreased and MISO released all emergency load reduction for
restoration.

During an EEA-3 event, per the MISO Tariff, prices in the affected area increased to the
established Value of Lost Load (VOLL), $3,500/MWh. This value is an estimate of the cost
of service interruption to customers and is paid to both supply that increases output and
to demand response load that is lowered.
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Although there were no further emergency load reduction events in MISO’s footprint
after February 16, 2021, the Arctic Event officially ended when the last alert was
terminated on February 20. The following graphic shows the major actions taken in
MISO’s footprint from February 8-20, 2021.
While control room operators were managing generation and transmission issues, other
MISO staff worked with local authorities to help get fuel supply to the plants. Those
activities included having conversations with local officials about the importance of power
plants. These conversations helped facilitate the prioritization of plows to clear roadways
for fuel delivery and ensure plants could operate.
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Review of MISO Processes Supporting Grid
Reliability, with Lessons Learned and Action Items
The February 2021 Arctic Cold Weather event provides a real-life case study of the
challenges MISO faces in ensuring electric reliability at the lowest feasible cost every hour
of every day, even under the most demanding conditions. During this weather event
MISO’s control room had to manage high levels of generator and transmission line
outages across the region, compounded by overloaded transmission lines, high demand
for energy, and similar conditions in neighboring regions. Because of MISO’s extensive
transmission system, diverse resource mix, preparation, and procedures, we were able to
limit the impact to a two-hour regional emergency load reduction and several local events.
At the same time, the MISO region is likely to see more events in the future that strain
system reliability.
Meeting the Reliability Imperative to ensure the future reliability of the grid, requires
much more than merely effective operational management of the bulk electric system. It
is the outcome of ongoing analysis, process improvement, planning, and preparation that
has been occurring throughout MISO’s existence and will continue as long as electricity is
important to our way of life.
Over the last several years MISO has observed concurrent trends of increasing
occurrences of extreme weather conditions that strain the system and an evolving
generation portfolio with a higher percentage of renewables that increases the
complexity of managing the bulk electric grid.
Emphasizing the coming challenges, after several years of no emergency declarations,
beginning in the summer of 2016 MISO has seen an increase in the need for maximum
generation alerts, warnings, or events to manage through challenging operating
conditions throughout the year.
Number of Days Under a MaxGen Alert, Warning, or Event
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It is clear that the approaches that served the region very well for many years must be
adapted to the changing landscape. As a result, in recent years MISO stepped-up efforts to
better understand the potential impacts of the evolving resource portfolio, changing
supply, demand, and risk profiles, and system changes required to mitigate the various
risks and demands.
The Renewable Integration Impact Assessment (RIIA) was a 4-year analysis conducted by
MISO to understand the complexities of integrating renewable resources, which are
intermittent in their energy generation capabilities, at varying penetrations in the
interconnected electric system in the eastern United States, with a focus on the MISO
system. The analysis found that as renewable energy penetration continues growing, up to
about 30% penetration, the region requires transmission expansion and significant
changes with current operating, market, and planning practices. However, managing the
system when load being served from renewable resources exceeds 30% will require
transformational changes in planning, markets, and operations, and coordination action
with MISO members.
The annual MISO Forward report looks ahead to anticipate and understand the trends
and changes in the energy landscape that shape the future of our industry. The latest
MISO Forward report examines the changing nature of energy demand, as our nation
trends toward decarbonization and increasing electrification. Past reports have explored
the future needs of electric utilities as the resource mix transforms and the evolution
toward demarginalization, decentralization, and digitalization that is changing the energy
paradigm.
The following sections of this report cover topical areas with a more detailed description
of MISO’s response to the Arctic Event including lessons learned, and MISO’s actions to
address those lessons learned.
MISO has organized the topical discussions into groupings – first to cover the time periods
leading up to and during the event, followed by a discussion of financial impacts and
communication before, during, and after the event:
•
•
•
•
•

System Planning, including both transmission and markets
Preparation, including seasonal and event preparation and weather forecasting in
the days and weeks before the event
Operations, including Emergency Load Reduction and Regional Directional
Transfer, Pricing, and Staffing and Tools
Credit / Collateral
Communication
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Note, this report describes MISO’s lessons learned (which are also compiled in the
Appendix) – some of the follow-on actions are under MISO’s direct control, and those
actions may be planned to occur in the very near term or they may be scheduled over the
coming years as MISO seeks changes to the Tariff or wait for additional infrastructure.
These actions may evolve over time as MISO continues to learn and to hear more from
stakeholders. Moreover, this report also describes lessons learned that will require
actions from our stakeholders and MISO stands ready to consult or help them complete
those actions. There may also be additional lessons or actions that are entirely housed
without stakeholder organizations and not covered in this report. MISO is committed to
working collaboratively with its members, regulators, and other stakeholders to address
key takeaways. We invite all stakeholders to review and discuss these takeaways at the
upcoming workshop and throughout the coming months.

System Planning
MISO engages in a number of efforts to better position the grid for future challenges. The
electricity system is in a constant state of change shaped by existing generation and
emerging technologies like battery storage and solar power. Retirements, aging thermal
units, and the addition of intermittent wind and solar resources dramatically change the
characteristics of the MISO resource fleet. While grid operators have managed variability
and uncertainty in the system for decades, MISO expects this variability and uncertainty
to become more profound, making it more challenging to manage supply, load, and
reserves.
Transmission Planning
The goal of System Planning at MISO is to develop a comprehensive transmission system
expansion plan that meets reliability needs, policy needs, and economic needs. Recent
extreme weather events such as the Arctic Event have emphasized the importance of
planning a robust, resilient transmission system, as the MISO system was able to move
large amounts of power across the MISO grid from north to south, and to import power
from the east for use by MISO and SPP.
MISO uses future scenarios, also called “Futures,” in its planning processes. Rather than
trying to pinpoint an exact mix of conditions into the future, these scenarios seek to span a
broad range of potential resource and load scenarios and develop a grid that can meet a
wide range of plausible conditions over twenty years into the future. Research and
analysis into the evolution of the MISO system has identified six key components of
system change that are reflected in the scenarios: Traditional Resource Retirements,
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Renewable Energy Growth, Increasing Energy Storage, Distributed Energy Resource
Adoption, Electrification, and Decarbonization.
Long-Range Transmission Planning (LRTP), one of the four main components of the
Reliability Imperative, is the process whereby MISO is leveraging the Futures to identify
and inform short-term and long-term solutions to enable the resource portfolio shift. The
conditions for successful planning include a consensus that transmission is required to
address sub-regional and collective needs, a deeper analysis of those issues and solutions
and ensuring allocation of cost that is roughly commensurate with benefits to each area.
The two maps below represent MISO’s first pass at what the LRTP additions could be for
Future 1 and Future 3. These are preliminary plans and will be refined through further
analysis and discussion with stakeholders.

Voltage
Level
(kV)

Future 1

Future 3

Planning can help to address the issue of having sufficient ability to move power within
MISO and between different regions. MISO reciprocally provides and receives power
from its neighbors. At one point during the Arctic Event, PJM, MISO’s eastern neighbor,
was exporting 13,000 MW into MISO. Transmission lines are just as critical across MISO’s
footprint boundaries as they are within MISO’s service area. The future resource portfolio
will require additional transmission to maintain the strength of connection in a world with
increasing intermittent resources.
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Lesson Learned: While MISO’s robust grid, along with its ability to import power from
outside of the region, resulted in relatively limited impacts during the Arctic Event, MISO
needs to continue evolving its transmission system in response to the changing resource
mix and evolving grid. The anticipated changes in resource mix and extreme weather puts
increased urgency on transmission planning.

Actions to address:
➢ MISO will leverage the Long Range Transmission Planning (LRTP) activities to

identify intra- and inter-regional planning to ensure reliability as the resource mix
continues to evolve and disruptive weather events become more frequent. In
particular, LRTP will evaluate further north-south transfer capability which would
have helped during the Arctic Event.
➢ Transfer capability - MISO will examine load pockets as part of transmission
planning and resource accreditation.
➢ Along with LRTP, MISO will also continue to work with all of its seams partners to
identify ways to increase coordination. For example, MISO and SPP are currently
engaged in an effort focused on the SPP – MISO seam.
Resource Adequacy
In the MISO Region, customer-facing utilities are responsible for making sure they can
meet customers’ electricity needs. MISO supports this responsibility by setting resource
planning requirements such as planning reserve margins and resource accreditation
standards, and by providing secure and reliable ways for utilities to buy or sell capacity.
MISO aims to maintain confidence in the attainability of resource adequacy at all times.
Resources planning processes focus on mitigating resource adequacy risk during tight
operating conditions. Historically, system risk has been concentrated in the summer
season and typically associated with summer season system peak load. Accreditation of
resources (or how much a unit counts towards capacity requirements) has also focused on
resource availability during summer peak conditions. Increasingly, risk is spread
throughout the year and a resource’s winter capabilities may differ significantly from its
summer capabilities. Additionally, outages during severe conditions like the Arctic Event
currently have only modest impacts on accredited value and some outages have no impact
(e.g., planned outages and outages outside of management control). The Resource
Availability and Need (RAN) program, part of the Market Redefinition component of the
Reliability Imperative, is evaluating seasonal risks to resource adequacy, informed in part
by the 2015 Polar Vortex. Risks identified during that event have led to MISO to focus on
creating a seasonal resource adequacy and accreditation construct.
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Lesson Learned: MISO’s resource adequacy construct provided transparency about
adequacy of resources to meet projected summer loads. However, improvements can be
made to more fully account for the non-summer risks and to ensure that resources will be
available across all seasons. MISO has already seen and anticipates continued reliability
challenges throughout the year – while reliability risk was once concentrated in the
summer season, MISO now has to be increasingly concerned with every hour of the year.

Action to address:
➢ MISO is moving to a sub-annual (4 season) resource adequacy construct and an

accrediting methodology based in part on a resources’ availability during the hours
when the system is most in need (tight operating hours), thereby giving resource
owners an incentive to ensure resources availability through investments in
winterization, fuel assurance or other means. These changes are expected to be
filed at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in the second half of
2021.
Lesson Learned: Current resource accreditation criteria do not specifically address
generator readiness to operate during extreme weather events. With the rapid fleet
transition toward natural gas and the increased frequency and severity of extreme
weather, this issue is expected to worsen over time.

Actions to address:
➢ MISO will work with states and others to identify changes that may be required in

MISO processes or elsewhere, to better reflect resource availability during
extreme weather events (e.g., winterization needs during extreme cold, fuel
assurance).
➢ MISO will consider the impacts of the generation fleet change on the need for
additional coordination with the natural gas sector on issues of fuel assurance.

Market prices provide further incentives for resources to provide energy in the actual
operating day. Price formation during shortage conditions is addressed further below
and is also part of the Reliability Imperative component of Market Redefinition.
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Preparation
Seasonal Preparation
Since 2014 MISO has conducted a Winter Readiness Workshop that brings together
stakeholders to review winter lessons learned, winter operations guidelines,
preparedness, resource assessments, and readiness.4 Below we walk through the
different components that are reviewed during the Workshop, including Winterization
Guidelines, Seasonal Resource Assessments, Seasonal Transmission Assessments, and
Generator Winterization Annual Gas Fuel Survey, and Drills.
Extreme winter conditions can contribute to significant losses of electric generation
through a variety of factors. Cold temperatures can freeze equipment for various types of
electric generators. Frozen transportation equipment and facilities can prevent
generators from obtaining fuel. MISO provides Winterization Guidelines to help members
mitigate the effects of winter weather risk. These guidelines, which benefitted MISO’s
region during the February 2021 Arctic Event, are the results of lessons MISO learned
from the 2014 Polar Vortex event when approximately 25,000 MW/day of capacity (not
including plants whose output was reduced due to weather), was forced offline due to
weather-related outages.
MISO directs power plant operators to create a detailed winterization plan that covers
preparations and procedures to complete ahead of frigid weather conditions.
In addition, MISO market participants are responsible for ensuring fuel availability and
deliverability to their generators.
NERC also has reliability guidelines related to winter readiness. MISO advises generator
operators to follow NERC’s Winter Generator Reliability Guidelines when preparing for
and operating in severe cold weather conditions. MISO advises generator operators to
follow NERC’s most recent guidelines. MISO is also actively engaged in the process to
develop NERC Cold Weather standards along with other initiatives such as FERC’s
Climate Change, Extreme Weather & Electric System Reliability Technical Conference, to
support the development of policies that will collectively address the increased risks seen
during the Arctic Event.

4

Note, that summer weather presents similar but distinct challenges such as severe weather patterns,
forced outages, transmission congestion, seasonal maintenance, and higher than average load. MISO
specifically prepares for hurricane season in a week-long training. MISO also conducts a Summer Readiness
workshop at which MISO discusses its summer generation and transmission assessments, reviews
applicable operating procedures, and communicates processes during abnormal and emergency conditions,
as well as presents other topics related to seasonal operations. Additional information is available on
MISO’s website.
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MISO also conducts two coordinated seasonal assessments. The seasonal resource
assessment is done in all four seasons to evaluate MISO’s available resources and perform
risk assessments. Two scenarios are explored during the seasonal resource assessment –
the first is a more general scenario with average levels of demand and resource outages.
The second case is a more extreme scenario, with a high load level and a worst-case
volume of resource outages (based on five-year historical outage information provided by
resource owners and typically due to abnormal weather conditions). In this more extreme
scenario, MISO explores the need to use emergency procedures and allows operators to
practice monitoring load modifying resources and emergency load reduction.

Lesson Learned: In reporting results of Seasonal Assessments, MISO and stakeholders
have not typically focused as much on the extreme cases (high load + high outages).

Actions to address:
➢ MISO will focus more attention on extreme outcomes as well as expected

outcomes during seasonal assessment workshops.
➢ MISO will evaluate how to incorporate existing extreme cases into Seasonal
Assessments and drills.
Lesson Learned: Current emergency load reduction plans are focused on summer needs.
This new experience provides an opportunity for MISO and stakeholders to assess
preparation for winter events.

Actions to address:
➢ MISO will investigate the feasibility of a pre-winter feedback loop, which would

allow members to express their readiness for the winter weather. This feedback
would include information about generator weatherization and winter checklist
completion.
➢ MISO will encourage Local Balancing Authorities (LBAs) to refine emergency load
reduction plans to include winter event load shedding, when cutting power can
have different consequences than in the summer. MISO will encourage the refined
emergency load reduction plans to consider which elements are critical and what
to do if the requested emergency load reduction exceeds their capacity to rotate
outages.
➢ MISO will seek additional feedback from stakeholders on their learnings from past
events during the Seasonal Assessment workshops.
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The seasonal transmission assessment analyzes and assesses the MISO transmission
system under projected load conditions for the seasonal peak. The coordination of this
study across the MISO footprint provides the benefit of reviewing the network over a
much larger area than would normally be assessed by the individual participating
Transmission Owner (TO). During the seasonal transmission assessment, four different
analyses and simulations are conducted, including the Steady State AC Contingency
Analysis, Thermal Analysis during Energy Transfer Simulations (or First Contingent
Incremental Transfer Capability (FCITC)), Voltage Stability Analysis during Energy
Transfer Simulations (or Power-Voltage Analysis (PVA)), and the Phase Angle Analysis
during Energy Transfer Simulations. Contingency levels and sensitivity cases included in
the seasonal transmission assessment are often beyond those typically considered in
Real-Time Operations and regional planning criteria. These events have been evaluated to
provide system operators with guidance as to possible but unlikely system conditions that
would warrant close observation to ensure system security.

Lesson Learned: In extreme events, energy flows may be very different than those seen
under normal operations. During the Arctic Event, MISO experienced very high flows
across its system, and in an unusual direction as power was flowing from the (relatively
warm) east coast to the more impacted central part of the country. With the increased
severity of extreme events, it will become more important to plan for these scenarios.

Action to address:
➢ MISO will include the impacts of high wheel through flows in the seasonal

transmission assessment to better prepare for extreme weather events.

In addition to the seasonal assessments, MISO also surveys its members using the
Generator Winterization Survey and the Annual Gas Fuel Survey. The Generator
Winterization Survey collects information on all generation while the Annual Gas Fuel
Survey only collects information from generators with fuel types of gas, oil and gas, and
coal and gas. In 2020, 71% of all generation (in MW) responded to the Generator
Winterization Survey, improving from 60% in its first year (2019). In its seventh year, 83%
of generation (in MW) responded to the Annual Gas Fuel Survey, up from 72% in 2019.
MISO communicated the importance of these surveys through presentations at
stakeholder meetings, emails, and phone calls. The information gathered includes
statistics on generators with plans to prepare for the winter weather, generators with
severe cold weather checklists, and generators that experienced freeze issues in the
previous winter season. MISO also gathers information on gas fuel capacities. The survey
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information gathered for this past winter helped to inform operators during the Arctic
Event as they dispatched generation.

Lesson Learned: Based on experience during the Arctic Event and the significant number
of generator outages based on cold weather conditions, MISO believes that additional
data, provided by additional survey participation, will help to inform decisions made
during future extreme weather events.

Actions to address:
➢ MISO is combining the Winterization and Annual Gas Fuel surveys and removing

all backward-looking and redundant questions, with the goal of increasing
participation in the survey. MISO will consider additional ways of accessing this
information, including engaging in the process to develop NERC Cold Weather
standards to be reflective of the increased risks seen during the Arctic Event.
➢ Incorporate fuel assurance into scenario planning and drills, with a particular focus
on MISO visibility into fuel plans.

To ensure readiness in all situations, MISO’s operators partner with operators at member
companies to run drills on the use of use emergency procedures and processes.
Emergency Operating Procedures5 guide operator actions when an event has the
potential to negatively impact the Bulk Electric System. The procedures allow MISO and
regional operators to defer or cancel transmission or generation outages to increase
transfer capability and capacity. These procedures also provide instructions for returning
planned outages/maintenance equipment to service in impacted areas, suspend all work
on critical computer systems, and prepare for the implementation of Emergency
Procedures.

Lesson Learned: Drills have been helpful in coordinating among operations staff. Given
the wide scope of the Arctic Event, the drills were not sufficiently comprehensive. In
recent years, MISO has shifted to more tabletop exercises with specific groups (e.g.,
outage coordination or cyber security). However, the Arctic Event and the expected
growth in similar extreme weather events in the future points to the need for
comprehensive drills that include more groups across MISO and member utilities.

5

These procedures include Conservative System Operations, Severe Weather Alerts, Hot Weather Alerts,
Cold Weather Alerts, and Geo-Magnetic Disturbance Warnings.
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Action to address:
➢ Increase comprehensive drills for extreme events – including operations, outage

coordination, emergency load reduction planning, communications, and regulatory
coordination. MISO plans to incorporate more fuel assurance scenarios and
responses into planning and drilling.
Event Preparation
Once a specific event is identified, there is additional preparation that MISO undertakes,
often in coordination with its members, to prepare the system in the days directly leading
up to the expected event.
MISO has many established processes and tasks to prepare for events, including some
regular processes that are updated more frequently when the risk of extreme weather is
changing rapidly.
•

MISO conducts a Forward Reliability Assessment Commitment (FRAC) study on a
regular basis, running cases based on submitted offers and delivering a six-dayahead forecast. This normal process highlights upcoming risks, where extreme
weather, including extreme temperatures, increase the chance of shortages. MISO
addresses those risks with forecasting and risk assessment. During normal
operations, MISO’s forecasting team monitors and presents the current forecast
data displayed on the Operational Forecast Dashboard. This data includes 168hour weather and load forecasts at an hourly interval for MISO Systemwide and
regionally. Graphical displays illustrate the high and low temperatures and hourly
load forecasts over the next seven days. This dashboard and the accompanying
data are presented every weekday to inform MISO Operations staff of the
weather/load forecasts and to highlight any significant values and risks for
situational awareness. The FRAC study process and Operational Forecast
Dashboard have proven helpful in understanding the impacts of the weather
conditions, including icing and extreme temperatures on renewable resources and
operating gas resources in extreme cold.

•

Additionally, MISO assesses the risk to the Net Schedule Interchange (NSI), or the
flows between MISO and its neighbors. Particularly when a weather event is
expected, MISO works closely with and monitors its neighbors (e.g., PJM, SPP,
TVA.) to ensure that MISO is able to accurately forecast NSI leading up to the
event. As a part of event preparation, MISO assesses which resources may trip
offline or fail to start up in extreme weather. This risk assessment allows MISO to
make decisions about starting resources with longer lead times or extending
commitments for resources that may not be able to restart during an event.
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•

The week before the Arctic Event, MISO started discussing outage coordination
with members, ensuring they had fuel and understanding what impacts a lack of
fuel would have.6 MISO’s forecasting teams provided updates on the latest
weather and load forecasts for the upcoming week to the Operations Department.
MISO staff communicated the likely risks associated with the weather. Beginning
February 9, 2021, and for the remainder of the Arctic Event MISO management
received more detailed daily weather forecast briefings.

•

In addition to frequent communication with MISO operators, MISO also sent many
messages that reference the upcoming cold weather conditions that faced the
MISO Balancing Authority. There were several informational messages sent in the
MISO Communication System (MCS) which requested MISO members update
their availability, keep their Day Ahead and Real Time offers updated, and prepare
for the upcoming cold weather. Additionally, in accordance with the Conservative
System Operations Procedure (SO-P-NOP-00-449), MISO declared a Cold
Weather Alert and Conservative System Operations throughout the event.7

Lesson Learned: MISO’s ability to accurately forecast weather conditions directly leading
up to and during the Arctic Event, facilitated by having a meteorologist on staff, gave
MISO the opportunity to prepare in advance, including issuing Informational Advisories
early in the week prior to the event, reminding members to accurately reflect projected
fuel supply access and availability to their generation and resource offers. These
advisories also requested members implement any winterization processes and
maintenance for generation resources in the footprint and confirm fuel supply availability
through the President’s Day holiday.

Action to address:
➢ MISO will continue to leverage in-house and vendor meteorology expertise to

inform MISO operational decisions and communication with members. MISO is
continuing to assess how best to translate accurate weather forecasts into
accurate forecasts of the effects of the weather (e.g., outages tied to weather).

6

The extreme cold caused icing on the wind turbines in MISO’s footprint. However, output from wind
generation was low throughout the duration of the event and the icing did not have a major impact to
generation overall.
7
These declarations were made at various times, and the entry conditions for each are specified within the
public procedure.
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Lesson Learned: MISO’s current process to identify available uncommitted resources is
tedious, takes more time than necessary, and does not always leave sufficient time to start
resources with a long lead time. The spreadsheet-based tool currently used to identify
resources must be operated manually each time it is needed, taking upwards of five
minutes to compile necessary information.

Action to address:
➢ In order to provide more visibility into available units, MISO is preparing an

Available Resource report as part of the Capacity Sufficiency Analysis Tool (CSAT)
to communicate to MISO commitment teams the resources available for
commitment. The report provides a list of resources available for capacity at any
given point in time and helps operations make commitment decisions during tight
operating conditions by producing a dynamic list of resources, meaning that a
resource will automatically drop off the available commitment list if its window for
start-up has passed for any given hour.

In summary, MISO took the following steps leading up to the Arctic Event:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Issued Informational Advisories reminding members to accurately reflect
projected fuel supply access and availability in their generation/resource offers;
Issued a Cold Weather Alert to prepare operating personnel and facilities for
extremely cold weather conditions that may impact generation and/or
transmission capacity;
Committed additional generation with lead time enabling members to procure
fuel;
Extended the start/stop times for generation resources to avoid start failures due
to cold weather thus ensuring availability during peak load times;
Confirmed planned outage and return-to-service dates/times for generation
and transmission outages;
Continued communication and coordination with members requesting updated
resource availability and offers;
Proactively coordinated with members on maintenance outages which combined
with limited maintenance work by members due to the holiday weekend did not
require suspension of maintenance; and
Coordinated with neighbors as they similarly prepared for this weather event.
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Operational Details
Emergency Load Reduction and Regional Dispatch Transfer (RDT)
The challenges faced by MISO’s operators during the Arctic Event were driven by a
combination of complex factors, including generator outages, transmission outages, and
excessive electricity flows on some undamaged transmission lines that exceeded safe
operating limits. Throughout the event, MISO relied on its established procedures to
operate the system safely and reliability, while mitigating the negative system impacts of
the extreme conditions.
As discussed above (see “Grid Impacts and Operation”), MISO utilized its established
Emergency Operating Procedures to manage energy flows and ensure system security.
These procedures allowed MISO to adjust quickly to system conditions as they unfolded.
For example, increased demand due to extreme cold weather coupled with unexpected
changes in available electric generation and transmission flows can rapidly affect the
balance of supply and demand on the transmission system. Procedures like Maximum
Generation emergency procedures, coordination of generation and transmission, energy
purchases from neighboring regions, and demand response and load-modifying resources
are important tools that allow MISO greater flexibility to ensure system reliability. In the
case of the Arctic Event, the extreme conditions required MISO to undertake the rare
actions of directing member utilities to issue public appeals for electricity conservation
and to shed load to protect the bulk electric system.
At one point during the Arctic Event, PJM pushed as much as 13,000 MWs into MISO’s
system, which MISO and SPP used to maintain economic pricing and support grid
operations. Neighboring entities worked together to manage the issues caused by the
Arctic Event, and several entities noted how effective the SPP and MISO coordination
efforts were. The flows across MISO’s system also contributed to the need for emergency
declarations.
The MISO footprint is roughly shaped like an hourglass with the middle being the
interconnection between MISO North/Central and MISO South Regions, which you can
see in the graphic below. The black arrow in the picture represents the Regional Dispatch
Transfer, or RDT. MISO’s Transmission Owners have limited transmission facilities to
move power through the RDT, so MISO has agreements with neighboring organizations to
use their transmission capacity to move power back and forth between MISO
North/Central and MISO South. The RDT Limit (RDTL) is a cap on MISO’s contractual
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right to use the Joint Parties’8 available system transmission capacity and is set at 3,000
MW North-to-South and 2,500 MW South-to-North.

Due to extreme temperatures on February 15, 2021, load was increasing across the
southern United States. Load in the South Region was approaching summer peak levels,
which are typically higher than winter peak load. MISO had committed available
resources to meet projected demand. See “Timeline of Key Arctic Weather Events”
section, above, for a discussion of event timeline and key happenings. The following
section provides details about operational aspects of the Arctic Event and Regional
Dispatch Transfer (RDT) issues.
Regional Dispatch Transfer Limit (RDTL) (All times in EST)
The RDTL between MISO’s North/Central and South Regions is an important tool for
managing reliability and efficiency. However, in many instances, such as the Arctic Event,
the 3,000 MW limit hinders operational effectiveness.

8

Southwest Power Pool (SPP), Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), and Southeastern Reliability Corporation
(SERC).
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During the period of February 8, 2021 through February 20, 2021, the MISO Reliability
Coordinators9 had several discussions and exchanged numerous phone calls with adjacent
Reliability Coordinators about exceeding and adjusting the Regional Dispatch Transfer
Limit (RDTL). Over the course of the Arctic Event RDTL flow was primarily in a North to
South (N-S) flow direction close to the 3,000 MW limit. See Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: February 2021 Regional Directional Transfer Flow (Note: positive numbers represent
South to North flows and negative numbers represent North to South flows)

The first interaction between MISO and the Joint Parties to discuss temporarily
increasing the RDTL occurred on February 16 at 17:50, when MISO initiated a conference
call in response to the loss of several generation units within a minute. These losses
caused the RDTL to exceed the 3,000 MW N-S limit. During this call, SPP and SERC both
saw no issues with increasing the limit. However, TVA reported their studies indicated a
potential limit exceedance on other equipment if the RDTL was raised. No limit change
was enacted and the RDTL flow was brought under the limit within 10 minutes.
The second discussion was on February 16 at 18:50, when MISO requested a limit
increase to 3,700 MW. SERC identified they could facilitate an increase to 3,300 MW, but
9

MISO has multiple roles, including as the region’s Reliability Coordinator, a NERC designated role that is
responsible for the reliable operation of the Bulk Electric System, has the Wide Area view of the Bulk
Electric System, and has the operating tools, processes and procedures, including the authority to prevent
or mitigate emergency operating situations.
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any further increase would force them into a Transmission Loading Relief (TLR), which
would cut schedules into MISO. TLR procedures are used in the Eastern Interconnection
to prevent or manage potential or actual System Operating Limit (SOL) and
Interconnection Reliability Operating Limit (IROL) exceedances to maintain reliability of
the bulk electric system. TVA was unable to facilitate an increase due to multiple
constraints including already being in a TLR procedure. SPP was studying options but
stopped once TVA declared they could not accommodate. Shortly thereafter, TVA
entered an EEA 2. No limit increase occurred.
The third interaction was on February 17 at 08:28 when MISO contacted TVA, SPP,
and SERC regarding RDT exceeding the N-S limits and requested a limit increase to 3,200
MW. The Joint Parties agreed, and the limit was changed to 3,200 MW. At 08:43 MISO
started individually calling the Joint Parties to request an additional RDTL increase to
3,400. SERC refused the increase. On February 18 at 10:00 the RDTL was reset to its
normal 3,000 MW limit.
Unplanned Exceedance of the RDTL
From February 13 through February 18, the RDTL in the N-S direction was exceeded in
18 instances. Sixteen of the exceedances were less than 30 minutes, and 15 were 10
minutes or less in duration. There were no RDT exceedances in the S-N direction. Through
most of this period, the RDTL in the N-S direction was near 3,000 MW. From February 17
at 08:28 until February 18 at 10:00, the RDT N-S limit was increased to 3,200 MW. This
adjustment to the limit addressed one exceedance that occurred while the South Region
was in a Transmission System Emergency.
The two remaining exceedances both took place on February 16, the first at 07:00, for 55minutes, and the other at 19:18, for a 40-minute duration. Prior to the 07:00 exceedance,
MISO was in a Maximum Generation Event 2C and the Central and South Regions both
experienced transmission line exceedances which required immediate action. The
Maximum Generation event, constraint loading, and the approach of the morning peak
resulted in the RDT exceedance. Given the circumstances, MISO shed load both in the
Central and South Regions to control constraints and RDT that morning. The exceedance
in the evening of February 16 was a result of several generation units tripping offline
during the afternoon and early evening. These unit trips put MISO in a position where it
could not control the regional flow through methods used during normal operations. A
combination of unavailable resources and high load resulted in RDT exceeding the limit as
the South Region approached peak. The situation was remedied by ordering emergency
load reduction. Load was restored shortly after peak conditions passed and RDT
was maintained below the limit.
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Under stressed system conditions, it is not uncommon for an RDT exceedance to occur
due to a generation unit trip or other sudden system fluctuation. Generation reserves are
typically available to bring the flow within limits promptly as demonstrated in the shortduration exceedances. Increasing the RDT constraint shadow price (or the indication of
the marginal value of more RDT capacity) during emergency conditions would aid MISO in
controlling exceedances because it provides a financial incentive to market participants.
One lesson learned from the earlier 2018 Cold Weather was that MISO had an
opportunity for more effective communicating with the Joint Parties of RTDL
exceedances. While MISO’s communication did improve during the Arctic Event, room
remains for further improvement.

Lesson Learned: The Regional Dispatch Transfer (RDT) can be more effectively managed
during emergency operating conditions.

Actions to address:
➢ Since identifying this action item following the 2018 Cold Weather Event, MISO

has improved communication with Joint Parties on RTD exceedances. MISO will
continue to look for ways to better coordinate with Joint Parties.
➢ When MISO requests a RDT limit increase and one or more of the Joint Parties
deny MISO’s request, MISO needs a better understanding of Joint Parties’ system
challenges such as congestion, flows, and outages, and reasons for MISO’s request
for a limit increase is being denied. MISO plans to address this issue in the current
contract renegotiations.
➢ Review schedules at a more granular level and target cuts to those with greater
impact to RDT. Develop a tool that MISO operations can use to visualize what is
driving impacts to the RDT.
➢ Increase the shadow price for RDT prior to emergency events. Increasing the RDT
shadow prices will limit flows and allow more efficient management of the RDT
limit.

Local Transmission Emergency and Maximum Generation Event Level 5 Pricing
Local Transmission Emergencies (LTE) are declared when MISO expects it will not be able
to mitigate operating limit conditions using normal procedures in a timely fashion. During
the Arctic Event, MISO declared several LTEs. Of note, MISO declared an LTE for the
Western Load Pocket on Feb 15-16 because of large generation outages in the pocket and
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forced transmission outages causing potential overloads. This declaration included
shedding firm load.
This section describes lessons learned and actions that combine both the Arctic Event and
the 2020 Hurricane events (in particular, Hurricane Laura). While the events differ in
season and root cause, they highlighted similar issues with localized emergency load
reduction events that had both transmission and generation causes. Some of the actions
listed here were identified after Hurricane Laura and are still in the process of being
finalized and filed at FERC.
The IMM noted that during Hurricane Laura, MISO declared a capacity emergency for
similar issues in the Western Load Pocket but opted for an LTE in the Arctic Event.
Locational Marginal Prices (LMPs) and Market Clearing Prices (MCPs) would have
required after the fact repricing and set to the Value of Lost Load (VOLL) ($3,500 per
MWh) had MISO declared a capacity emergency (EEA 3)rather than the LTE in the Arctic
Event. Instead average LMPs were $843 per MWh which did not reflect system
conditions and operator’s actions.
Outage studies showed that about 2,500 MW of generation would be unavailable by
16:00 on Feb 16. Public appeals for conservation were made. Realizing the grid’s stability
was in danger and unable to import the needed energy to meet demand, MISO declared a
Maximum Generation Event Step 5 (EEA 3). Operators notified the Local Balancing
Authorities in the South Region to collectively shed 700 MW of load to avoid widespread
cascading outages: Entergy Arkansas – 146 MW, Entergy MS – 57 MW, SMEPA – 41 MW,
CLECO – 73 MW, EES – 320 MW, LAFA – 9 MW, LAGN – 43 MW, and LEPA – 4 MW. The
Local Balancing Authorities then determined which customers would be impacted. The
entire emergency load reduction event lasted two hours and twenty minutes. Per the
MISO Tariff, prices in the affected area are increased to the established Value of Lost
Load (VOLL), which is $3,500/MWh. Because of a data processing issue some LMPs and
MCPs had to be repriced after the fact for the Step 5 emergency load reduction event.

Lesson Learned: The current market design during transmission emergency events may
not lead to efficient economic outcomes that support system reliability. Operating
procedures and market capabilities need to be aligned, and in some cases enhanced, to
result in real time prices that reflect system conditions, producing economic outcomes
that support system reliability.
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Actions to address:

➢ Investigate and evaluate market price efficiency during Emergency Events
requiring emergency load reduction below the Local Resource Zone levels in order
to produce prices consistent with system conditions.
➢ Investigate and evaluate the allocation of Real-Time Excess Congestion, including
Revenue Neutrality Uplift costs, due to scarcity pricing.
➢ Investigate ways to ensure that preliminary prices are representative of settlement
prices during Step 5 emergency load reduction events. Implementation of such
changes will have to be prioritized in light of MISO’s Market System Enhancements
acceleration effort.
Tools and Training
As the independent system operator, MISO has responsibility to maintain electric
reliability, which it does by addressing the holistic needs of the system – such as energy,
capacity, resource adequacy, and flexibility. The electric system is increasingly fueled by
wind and solar, and generation fleet change and extreme weather events such as
hurricanes and the Arctic Event are increasing risk across the entire year (not just in the
summer). To address these challenges, MISO is pursuing the “Operations of the Future”
initiative as part of its Reliability Imperative. This effort is designed to ensure that MISO
will have the kinds of skills, processes, and technologies it will need to effectively manage
both wholesale and retail connected resources. For example, this initiative will leverage
artificial intelligence, machine learning, and advanced analytics among other tools to help
future MISO control-room operators effectively forecast, visualize, and manage grid
uncertainty. It will also help MISO to better manage maintenance and “pre-position” the
grid ahead of system changes such as weather. The Arctic Event and the increased
extreme weather during the past year has strengthened MISO’s focus on and sense of
urgency to develop technological tools to support our operators in decision making.

Lesson Learned: Additional and improved technology tools to support operator decision
making will be helpful in future events as the increase in extreme weather and fleet
change will continue to present visualization and decision-making challenges.

Actions to Address:
➢

Design tools to provide better visualization of the system and its pain points.
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➢

Implement more efficient analysis programs to more easily and quickly inform
operators of critical information needed to inform decision-making, such as a tool
to help MISO understand the drivers of the RDT calculation.

Lesson Learned: The Arctic Event and the extensive use of collaboration tools presented
an opportunity to train newer Operators without their being in the middle of the event
response.

Action to Address:
➢

MISO will continue to leverage collaboration tools to allow newer Operations staff
to observe during real-world emergency events.

Credit and Collateral
The purpose of MISO’s Credit Policy (Attachment L to the MISO Tariff) is to protect its
members by preventing losses in the market that are passed onto its members. MISO’s
credit team typically calculates a participant’s credit exposures based on the market
participants’ forecasted financial obligations from market activity, and then requires that
amount be covered by financial security or secured credit as allowed under MISO’s Tariff.
When a market participant can’t satisfy financial obligations, also known as a default,
MISO may suspend all services (subject to FERC approval for load serving entities). The
defaulting entity’s unpaid financial obligation is applied through short payments to the
market. A short payment means MISO reduces the revenue distributions for the billing
period by the amount of the financial default incurred in the market. Prior to 2021, MISO
had no financial defaults of more than $1,000.
Leading into the Arctic Event, MISO’s credit team anticipated a risk of significant increase
in credit exposures resulting from the potential for emergency pricing being implemented.
Because MISO was operating under emergency pricing conditions, there were lags in the
settlement credit system for capturing the credit exposure risks from the Arctic Event.
The credit team had regular contact with the market reliability and pricing teams to assess
the duration and potential impact of the event on market prices.
The Arctic Event caused a significant increase in credit exposure for many market
participants. The highest price impact of the event was primarily between February 15 to
February 18. However, there was increased pricing and higher demand throughout the
week of February 15. Due to the natural delay in forecasting financial obligation and the
resulting credit exposure, margin activity didn’t spike until the week beginning February
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22, resulting in 140 margin calls totaling $325 million10. Margin call refers to when a
market participant’s credit exposure is greater than the financial security and unsecured
credit they have in place with MISO, and MISO requests additional collateral or reduced
activity in the market. All margin calls were cured by market participants, but some
parties indicated a level of financial strain.
Several MISO market participants were concerned that credit calculations used to
determine credit exposure would result in margin calls in excess of real financial
obligations. There was a concern this could create un unnecessary additional financial
strain from the Arctic Event. Market participants mentioned that Southwest Power Pool
(SPP) was seeking a specific credit calculation waiver from FERC to suspend margin calls
for several weeks post the Arctic Event. Given how the tariff defined credit exposure
calculations, MISO did forecast an over collateral position for some market participants in
the coming week. Hence, to prevent additional financial strain on some market
participants, MISO sought a waiver from FERC on February 24 to allow adjustments to
the credit exposure calculation, which FERC approved on February 25, 2021. In the
waiver, MISO obtained approval from FERC to use the best available information for the
credit exposure calculations. This allowed MISO’s credit team to calculate credit
exposure using the most current data to better estimate the forecasted financial
obligation while not over-collateralizing the market. MISO implemented the changes
immediately resulting in over $110 million of margin call relief for 40 market participants.
During this period MISO diligently investigated MISO market participants to identify any
that may have been significantly exposed to other markets. The credit team established a
target list and investigated each market participant. Fortunately, MISO identified only
one market participant with an extreme level of exposure to other markets and that party
had already filed bankruptcy.
Combining all high price volatility events including the most recent Arctic Event, MISO is
investigating whether potential changes to the Tariff may be beneficial to protect the market.

Lesson Learned: (Bankruptcy and Default Provisions) The specific bankruptcy issue was
the first of its kind in the MISO markets because the defaulting party is a load serving
entity that did not name MISO as a critical vendor in the bankruptcy. The bankruptcy law
puts an automatic stay in place in the action which prohibits MISO from sending certain
notices, such as a notice of default, to the party. This creates misalignment with
requirements and actions required in the Tariff, including Section 7 of Module A.
10

For reference, MISO typically issues around 10 margin calls totaling an average of less than $10 million
during a week of normal operations.
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Action to address:
➢ MISO is evaluating if Tariff amendments will help MISO address these types of

situations in the future. A potential solution is amending the Tariff to modify the
notice process required to parties to resolve the conflicts recently experienced.
Lesson Learned: (Alternative Credit Exposure Calculations) During the Arctic Event, it
became apparent that MISO would over collateralize several members under the Tariff,
indicating that MISO needs a modification in the Tariff to account for impacts from
extreme pricing events.

Action to address:
➢ To better address potential future events, MISO may seek to revise the Tariff and

allow for alternative calculations that may be used in extreme pricing volatility
events with appropriate notifications to parties. This would be more efficient than
requesting an emergency waiver from FERC in the middle of an event; and
➢ MISO is evaluating using the preliminary Locational Marginal Pricing and
telemetry data in the credit exposure calculation to cover the expected future S7
settlements. If this approach works, MISO’s Credit Policy would need to be revised.
Lesson Learned: (Minimum Capitalization) The low minimum capitalization requirements
in the Tariff may be insufficient in protecting the market in extreme pricing events.

Action to address:
➢ Due to increased market price volatility, the minimum capitalization requirements

are being evaluated to determine in what instances they provide inadequate
protection for the market. Other RTO/ISOs have already made or are considering
revisions in this area. MISO is working with the other RTO/ISOs for awareness and
potential standardization within the industry.
Lesson Learned: (Unsecured Credit) Unsecured credit provides a benefit to market
participants; however, it also can create unexpected market exposure in extreme pricing
events as some market participants may have no cash collateral posted with MISO to
offset or cover market defaults.
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Action to address:
➢ MISO is evaluating approaches that might be used to determine prudent minimum

cash equivalent collateral level for market participants, thereby, providing at least
some protection to the market in the event of extreme market pricing volatility.

Communications
MISO communicates to a diverse group, including its members, members’ customers,
stakeholder groups, seams partners, regulators, legislators, media, and natural gas
industry partners. Reaching and informing our various stakeholders effectively and
predictably is the driver behind the communication protocols established by MISO’s crisis
communication plan and operations procedures. Communication is critical during
impactful operational events like the Arctic Event. This section of the Report discusses
MISO’s external communications and identifies areas of improvement.

Lesson Learned: Recent operational events such as the 2020 hurricane season and the
Arctic Event offer an opportunity to further collaborate with members and other industry
groups to understand and deliver more effective communications going forward. By
collaborating, all parties may avoid or mitigate negative press, concern from legislators
and regulators, and ultimately customer frustration.

Actions to Address:
➢ MISO will increase coordination with utilities, regulators, and others to ensure

consistent messaging and to determine how and when to make emergency public
appeals for conservation in the near term. MISO will schedule a communicationfocused event focused on crisis communications.
➢ Reinforce communications lessons learned with member companies during
Hurricane Action Plan drills and Reliability Coordinator drills. Engage in identifying
roles, responsibilities, dependencies, and processes for communications during
winter and summer (including hurricane) readiness activities.
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Lesson Learned: Many entities, including members and reliability enforcement entities,
requested data and meetings during and after the Arctic Event. Significant MISO time,
including time from those in Operations, was required to respond to these inquiries or
requests for information, and at times this support pulled people away from responding to
the event.

Actions to address:
➢
➢

➢

Proactively assess internal, regulator, and stakeholder data needs to identify
sources for the data and standardize the format for delivering the data.
Leverage this Arctic Event Report as well as other Reliability Imperative messaging
to raise emerging issues and provide context for stakeholders, state regulators, and
federal regulators.
Promote use of the newly launched MISO Mobile app, which gives users access to
MISO’s real time data visualization tools (LMP Contour Map, Real-Time Total Load,
and Real-Time Fuel Mix). MISO Mobile also provides important real-time
notifications and alerts.

MISO’s Response to the Independent Market Monitor
At the Markets Committee of the MISO Board of Directors meeting on March 23, 2021,
the MISO Independent Market Monitor (IMM) presented on the IMM Quarterly Report
covering the Winter 2021 period. The IMM presentation found that:
•

The MISO markets performed competitively this winter, despite frequent
mitigation due to offer capping, and conduct was competitive overall.

•

Extremely cold weather, tight conditions, and high gas prices in February
contributed to a 75 percent increase in energy prices from last winter.

•

Average energy prices rose 10 percent in the first two months of the quarter and
226 percent in February because of the Artic Event in February.

•

In the first two months, gas prices increased by 24 percent over the prior year;
however, in February gas prices were 12 times as high as in 2020.

•

Average and peak load grew 3 and 8 percent, respectively, from last winter
because of the colder conditions.

•

Very high gas prices and transmission emergencies led to:
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o Real-time congestion at a record quarterly level of $1.1 billion, which is more
congestion than occurred in MISO during all of 2019; and
o Real-time and day-ahead Revenue Sufficiency Guarantee payments totaled
$125 million and $45 million, respectively. This includes costs verified above
the $1,000 and $2,000/MWh soft and hard offer caps.
The IMM stated that “MISO’s operators performed well under extremely stressful
conditions…[and] maintained the stability of the system and avoided the more severe
reliability outcomes that occurred in neighboring markets.” He cites the following key
lessons learned and improvements based on this event:
1. Improve procedures to invoke transmission line-loading relief (TLRs) earlier in
advance of a transmission emergency and associated actions.
2. Increase Transmission Constraint Demand Curves during emergencies to ensure
pricing and dispatch reflects the emergency conditions.
3. Derate the Regional Dispatch Transfer (RDT) after shedding load in a MISO subregion to create headroom for load to return sooner.
4. Modify sub-regional emergency procedures to utilize curtailments of non-firm
exports that consume the Regional Dispatch Transfer (RDT) interface.
5. Define and/or activate market to market (M2M) constraints as quickly as possible
to ensure partners provide available relief and pay for their share of the overloads.
6. Ensure that emergency pricing and shortage pricing is applied consistently in
capacity and transmission emergencies.
MISO's ongoing Resource Availability and Need focus on Scarcity Pricing address several
of these issues and our response to the IMM's State of the Market will respond to
application of emergency and scarcity for capacity and transmission emergencies.
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Appendix: Lessons Learned and Actions Summary Table
1

2

Lessons Learned
While MISO’s robust grid, along with •
its ability to import power from
outside of the region, resulted in
relatively limited impacts during the
Arctic Event, MISO needs to continue
evolving its transmission system in
response to the changing resource
•
mix and evolving grid. The anticipated
changes in resource mix and extreme •
weather puts increased urgency on
transmission planning.
MISO’s resource adequacy construct •
provided transparency about
adequacy of resources to meet
projected summer loads. However,
improvements can be made to more
fully account for the non-summer
risks and to ensure that resources will
be available across all seasons. MISO
has already seen and anticipates
continued reliability challenges
throughout the year – while reliability
risk was once concentrated in the
summer season, MISO now has to be

Actions to Address
MISO will leverage the Long Range Transmission Planning
(LRTP) activities to identify intra- and inter-regional planning to
ensure reliability as the resource mix continues to evolve and
disruptive weather events become more frequent. In particular,
LRTP will evaluate further north-south transfer capability which
would have helped during the Arctic Event.
Transfer capability - MISO will examine load pockets as part of
transmission planning and resource accreditation.
Along with LRTP, MISO will also continue to work with all of its
seams partners to identify ways to increase coordination. For
example, MISO and SPP are currently engaged in an effort
focused on the SPP – MISO seam.
MISO is moving to a sub-annual (4 season) resource adequacy
construct and an accrediting methodology based in part on a
resources’ availability during the hours when the system is most
in need (tight operating hours), thereby giving resource owners
an incentive to ensure resources availability through
investments in winterization, fuel assurance or other means.
These changes are expected to be filed at the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) in the second half of 2021.
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3

4

5

increasingly concerned with every
hour of the year.
Current resource accreditation
criteria do not specifically address
generator readiness to operate
during extreme weather events.
With the rapid fleet transition toward
natural gas and the increased
frequency and severity of extreme
weather, this issue is expected to
worsen over time.
In reporting results of Seasonal
Assessments, MISO and stakeholders
have not typically focused as much on
the extreme cases (high load + high
outages).
Current emergency load reduction
plans are focused on summer needs.
This new experience provides an
opportunity for MISO and
stakeholders to assess preparation
for winter events.

•

•

•
•
•

•

MISO will work with states and others to identify changes that
may be required in MISO processes or elsewhere, to better
reflect resource availability during extreme weather events (e.g.,
winterization needs during extreme cold, fuel assurance).
MISO will consider the impacts of the generation fleet change on
the need for additional coordination with the natural gas sector
on issues of fuel assurance.
MISO will focus more attention on extreme outcomes as well as
expected outcomes during seasonal assessment workshops.
MISO will evaluate how to incorporate existing extreme cases
into Seasonal Assessments and drills.
MISO will investigate the feasibility of a pre-winter feedback
loop, which would allow members to express their readiness for
the winter weather. This feedback would include information
about generator weatherization and winter checklist completion.
MISO will encourage Local Balancing Authorities (LBAs) to refine
emergency load reduction plans to include winter event load
shedding, when cutting power can have different consequences
than in the summer. MISO will encourage the refined emergency
load reduction plans to consider which elements are critical and
what to do if the requested emergency load reduction exceeds
their capacity to rotate outages.
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•

6

7

8

In extreme events, energy flows may
be very different than those seen
under normal operations. During the
Arctic Event, MISO experienced very
high flows across its system, and in an
unusual direction as power was
flowing from the (relatively warm)
east coast to the more impacted
central part of the country. With the
increased severity of extreme events,
it will become more important to plan
for these scenarios.
Based on experience during the
Arctic Event and the significant
number of generator outages based
on cold weather conditions, MISO
believes that additional data,
provided by additional survey
participation, will help to inform
decisions made during future
extreme weather events.
Drills have been helpful in
coordinating among operations staff.
Given the wide scope of the Arctic
Event, the drills were not sufficiently

•
•

•

•
•

MISO will seek additional feedback from stakeholders on their
learnings from past events during the Seasonal Assessment
workshops.
MISO will include the impacts of high wheel through flows in the
seasonal transmission assessment to better prepare for extreme
weather events.

MISO is combining the Winterization and Annual Gas Fuel
surveys and removing all backward-looking and redundant
questions, with the goal of increasing participation in the survey.
MISO will consider additional ways of accessing this information,
including engaging in the process to develop NERC Cold
Weather standards to be reflective of the increased risks seen
during the Arctic Event.
Incorporate fuel assurance into scenario planning and drills, with
a particular focus on MISO visibility into fuel plans.
Increase comprehensive drills for extreme events – including
operations, outage coordination, emergency load reduction
planning, communications, and regulatory coordination. MISO
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9

10

comprehensive. In recent years,
MISO has shifted to more tabletop
exercises with specific groups (e.g.,
outage coordination or cyber
security). However, the Arctic Event
and the expected growth in similar
extreme weather events in the future
points to the need for comprehensive
drills that include more groups across
MISO and member utilities.
MISO’s ability to accurately forecast
•
weather conditions directly leading
up to and during the Arctic Event,
facilitated by having a meteorologist
on staff, gave MISO the opportunity
to prepare in advance, including
issuing Informational Advisories early
in the week prior to the event,
reminding members to accurately
reflect projected fuel supply access
and availability to their generation
and resource offers. These advisories
also requested members implement
any winterization processes and
maintenance for generation
resources in the footprint and
confirm fuel supply availability
through the President’s Day holiday.
•
MISO’s current process to identify
available uncommitted resources is

plans to incorporate more fuel assurance scenarios and
responses into planning and drilling.

MISO will continue to leverage in-house and vendor
meteorology expertise to inform MISO operational decisions and
communication with members. MISO is continuing to assess how
best to translate accurate weather forecasts into accurate
forecasts of the effects of the weather (e.g., outages tied to
weather).

In order to provide more visibility into available units, MISO is
preparing an Available Resource report as part of the Capacity
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tedious, takes more time than
necessary, and does not always leave
sufficient time to start resources with
a long lead time. The spreadsheetbased tool currently used to identify
resources must be operated manually
each time it is needed, taking upwards
of five minutes to compile necessary
information.
The Regional Dispatch Transfer
•
(RDT) can be more effectively
managed during emergency
operating conditions.
•

•

•
12

The current market design during
transmission emergency events may
not lead to efficient economic
outcomes that support system

•

Sufficiency Analysis Tool (CSAT) to communicate to MISO
commitment teams the resources available for commitment. The
report provides a list of resources available for capacity at any
given point in time and helps operations make commitment
decisions during tight operating conditions by producing a
dynamic list of resources, meaning that a resource will
automatically drop off the available commitment list if its
window for start-up has passed for any given hour.
Since identifying this action item following the 2018 Cold
Weather Event, MISO has improved communication with Joint
Parties on RTD exceedances. MISO will continue to look for ways
to better coordinate with Joint Parties.
When MISO requests a RDT limit increase and one or more of
the Joint Parties deny MISO’s request, MISO needs a better
understanding of Joint Parties’ system challenges such as
congestion, flows, and outages, and reasons for MISO’s request
for a limit increase is being denied. MISO plans to address this
issue in the current contract renegotiations.
Review schedules at a more granular level and target cuts to
those with greater impact to RDT. Develop a tool that MISO
operations can use to visualize what is driving impacts to the
RDT.
Increase the shadow price for RDT prior to emergency events.
Increasing the RDT shadow prices will limit flows and allow more
efficient management of the RDT limit.
Investigate and evaluate market price efficiency during
Emergency Events requiring emergency load reduction below
the Local Resource Zone levels in order to produce prices
consistent with system conditions.
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13

14

15

reliability. Operating procedures and
market capabilities need to be
aligned, and in some cases enhanced,
to result in real time prices that
reflect system conditions, producing
economic outcomes that support
system reliability.

•

Additional and improved technology
tools to support operator decision
making will be helpful in future
events as the increase in extreme
weather and fleet change will
continue to present visualization and
decision-making challenges.
The Arctic Event and the extensive
use of collaboration tools presented
an opportunity to train newer
Operators without their being in the
middle of the event response.
(Bankruptcy and Default Provisions)
The specific bankruptcy issue was the
first of its kind in the MISO markets
because the defaulting party is a load
serving entity that did not name
MISO as a critical vendor in the
bankruptcy. The bankruptcy law puts
an automatic stay in place in the
action which prohibits MISO from
sending certain notices, such as a

•

•

Investigate and evaluate the allocation of Real-Time Excess
Congestion, including Revenue Neutrality Uplift costs, due to
scarcity pricing.
Investigate ways to ensure that preliminary prices are
representative of settlement prices during Step 5 emergency
load reduction events. Implementation of such changes will have

to be prioritized in light of MISO’s Market System Enhancements
acceleration effort.
•

Design tools to provide better visualization of the system and its
pain points.
Implement more efficient analysis programs to more easily and
quickly inform operators of critical information needed to inform
decision-making, such as a tool to help MISO understand the
drivers of the RDT calculation.

•

MISO will continue to leverage collaboration tools to allow
newer Operations staff to observe during real-world emergency
events.

•

MISO is evaluating if Tariff amendments will help MISO address
these types of situations in the future. A potential solution is
amending the Tariff to modify the notice process required to
parties to resolve the conflicts recently experienced.
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notice of default, to the party. This
creates misalignment with
requirements and actions required in
the Tariff, including Section 7 of
Module A.
(Alternative Credit Exposure
Calculations) During the Arctic Event,
it became apparent that MISO would
over collateralize several members
under the Tariff, indicating that MISO
needs a modification in the Tariff to
account for impacts from extreme
pricing events.

•

•

17

(Minimum Capitalization) The low
minimum capitalization requirements
in the Tariff may be insufficient in
protecting the market in extreme
pricing events.

•

18

(Unsecured Credit) Unsecured credit
provides a benefit to market
participants; however, it also can
create unexpected market exposure
in extreme pricing events as some
market participants may have no cash
collateral posted with MISO to offset
or cover market defaults.

•

To better address potential future events, MISO may seek to
revise the Tariff and allow for alternative calculations that may
be used in extreme pricing volatility events with appropriate
notifications to parties. This would be more efficient than
requesting an emergency waiver from FERC in the middle of an
event; and
MISO is evaluating using the preliminary Locational Marginal
Pricing and telemetry data in the credit exposure calculation to
cover the expected future S7 settlements. If this approach works,
MISO’s Credit Policy would need to be revised.
Due to increased market price volatility, the minimum
capitalization requirements are being evaluated to determine in
what instances they provide inadequate protection for the
market. Other RTO/ISOs have already made or are considering
revisions in this area. MISO is working with the other RTO/ISOs
for awareness and potential standardization within the industry.
MISO is evaluating approaches that might be used to determine
prudent minimum cash equivalent collateral level for market
participants, thereby, providing at least some protection to the
market in the event of extreme market pricing volatility.
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19

20

Recent operational events such as the
2020 hurricane season and the Arctic
Event offer an opportunity to further
collaborate with members and other
industry groups to understand and
deliver more effective
communications going forward. By
collaborating, all parties may avoid or
mitigate negative press, concern from
legislators and regulators, and
ultimately customer frustration.
Many entities, including members and
reliability enforcement entities,
requested data and meetings during
and after the Arctic Event. Significant
MISO time, including time from those
in Operations, was required to
respond to these inquiries or requests
for information, and at times this
support pulled people away from
responding to the event.

•

•

•
•

•

MISO will increase coordination with utilities, regulators, and
others to ensure consistent messaging and to determine how and
when to make emergency public appeals for conservation in the
near term. MISO will schedule a communication-focused event
focused on crisis communications.
Reinforce communications lessons learned with member
companies during Hurricane Action Plan drills and Reliability
Coordinator drills. Engage in identifying roles, responsibilities,
dependencies, and processes for communications during winter
and summer (including hurricane) readiness activities.
Proactively assess internal, regulator, and stakeholder data
needs to identify sources for the data and standardize the format
for delivering the data.
Leverage this Arctic Event Report as well as other Reliability
Imperative messaging to raise emerging issues and provide
context for stakeholders, state regulators, and federal
regulators.
Promote use of the newly launched MISO Mobile app, which
gives users access to MISO’s real time data visualization tools
(LMP Contour Map, Real-Time Total Load, and Real-Time Fuel
Mix). MISO Mobile also provides important real-time
notifications and alerts.
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